
BIBER Service GmbH

Cleaning for

Events and Buildings

high quality, ecological and fair



We are BIBER Service

We offer high-quality and sustainable cleaning of buildings and

events.

We look back on almost 10 years of experience as a cleaner, and

as our own company we are a StartUp with fresh ideas.

We combine competence with a social and ecological claim as

well as a high employee motivation through fair wages.



Sustainability

Sustainability refers to the principle of

using resources in such a way that they

are preserved in the long term.

Sustainable action encompasses

ecological, social and economic

aspects.

For us, this means that each of our

decisions is measured according to how

much it contributes to a fair, viable and

livable environment.

For us, ecological sustainability means

the preservation and protection of a

livable and viable environment, the

protection of species and their habitats.

We therefore consistently pay attention

to the ecological consequences when

choosing our means and processes. If

there are ecological alternatives, we are

happy to take on the extra work -

without increased costs for our

customers.

Ecology



Economics

For us, economic sustainability means

acting in a way that safeguards the

economic existence of the company

while enabling all employees to earn a

fair wage. Efficient management enables

us to combine the two.

At least 10% of our profits go to social

and ecological projects.

Fairness is the basis of our relationships.

We therefore work with fair and

transparent prices.

And we know that fair treatment of our

employees is the best guarantee of

good work. That's why we pay fair

wages and involve our employees in

decisions.

Social



Processes

We try to make every process as

sustainable as possible. Much of this

happens in the background.

For example, we filter microplastics out

of our washing water and produce some

of our own cleaning agents. We prefer

local suppliers and manufacturers and

rely on cargo bike logistics wherever

possible.

In event cleaning, a lot can be achieved

by switching to products that are as

sustainable as possible. We therefore

select the right products for each event.

For example, we use biologically

certified cleaners without microplastics

and environmental toxins, frequently use

compostable trash bags or bags made

from wild-collected plastic, and support

the construction of sanitary facilities

worldwide with our choice of toilet

paper.

Products



Achieve more
together

In our model, everyone benefits, from

our customers and retailers to service

workers and the environment.

Partnerships and collaborations are

therefore very close to us - and we are

constantly expanding our network of

partners in trade, commerce and civil

society.

Also for your
company

We are happy to help companies

position themselves more ecologically

as well. We support the implementation

of sustainable measures and

certification by independent bodies.

With BIBER Service you have a

competent and authentic partner at your

side. You can rely on our quality and our

standards.



Let's get into
conversation

We welcome your inquiries, are happy to discuss the possibilities

and, in case of doubt, also advise you on what alternatives might

be suitable for you if we are unable to help ourselves.

Please contact us!

Web: www.biberservice.gmbh

Mail: kontakt@biberservice.gmbh

Phone: 02302 - 280 7782

Instagram: @biberservice


